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Bryne Dawkins came to New York hoping to find herself and new family. With the lead in an

off-Broadway play, and the beginnings of a relationship with her new-found uncle, Club PrivÃ©

owner Gavin Manning, she's well on her way to accomplishing her goals. What she hadn't counted

on was Dax Prevot, the tattooed bad boy who took her virginity...and may have made off with her

heart as well.As Bryne and Dax continue to struggle to define what they have and what they want,

it's the secrets Dax keeps that will threaten their future.Don't miss the second installment of Collide,

M.S. Parker's newest series in the world of Club PrivÃ©.
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Bryne, 19 years old and thinks she wise to the way of the world. Finally losing her virginity to a one

night stand, who's not interested in anything pass in the moment sex and yes Bryne, played the I

don't want a relationship, we can be friends card. After a few days of not seeing or hearing from

Dax, she tracks him down to the shop she met him and he treats her like trash in front of his friends.

Leaving Bryne, in tears.Dax, has never been interested in a relationship with a woman, he's always



been about having sex and moving on. Sometimes he went back for seconds, but that was it. Dax,

took care of business and when he was done he got up, got dressed and left with a see you around.

Dax, liked Bryne, more than the others, but since he lost his second job for treating her poorly he

had to spend more time at the automotive shop, which was an unsavoury business and he didn't

want them knowing about Bryne, so he pushed her away, but seeked her out every few days

for....SEX.

Love this series!! Dax and Bryne are still going strong, both don't want a relationship and they can

fight it all they want, but it's going to happen. Now we have Chloe and Booker involving themselves

in their lives. Chloe is psycho and Booker is listening to all the garbage she is feeding him, now

Booker is thinking he can use Bryne to get to Dax and once that happens you know Dax will do

what he needs to do to keep Bryne safe like disappear from her life without notice. Love the

characters and the story keeps grabbing me and wanting more, they are HOT, HOT, HOT and

steamy under the sheets. The books is full of suspense and wow didn't see that coming. What now?

What's going to happen between Dax and Bryne? Now I need to read book three to find out.

Received and an advanced reader copy in exchange for an honest review.

Well...I'm not sure what to say about this episode. Bryne and Dax are still together, and their

relationship is hot enough to melt the pages before I finish them, but... Dax is caught in a trap. The

gangster, Booker, has been listening to that psycho, Chloe, and her whining about Bryne being in

Dax's life? It's given Booker the idea that all he has to do to control Dax is threaten Bryne, and Dax

will fold. And he's right, of course. Dax did a great job of blowing smoke and putting doubts in

Booker's mind, especially about trusting info from Chloe, but.... The guy's not stupid. And now Dax

has dropped off the radar, where even his sick mother can't find him. Something is definitely wrong,

and we don't know what. And we will have to wait until the second of September to find out what! I

hate waiting. How about you?Jgtimm

I love how m.s. Parker wright with having you in the edge of your seats. The characters that she has

in her books makes you want to go to the places and see them for your self. Love how you get to

now the people in the book and your waiting to see what happens can't wait for the next part to

come out.

Dax and Bryne are drawn to each other. The sex is primal and hot. They cannot keep away from



each other. Neither want a relationship. Bryne is interested in her career as an actress. Dax is a

non-relationship kind of guy. Are they friends with benefits or is it something else? Who is Cleo and

why did she threaten Bryne? Will what Dax is about to do threaten Bryne or his mom?Looking

forward to book 3. Not for anyone under age 18.

Dax and Bryne are falling for each other but fighting it the whole way. They are so hot together it is

amazing the sheets don't catch on fire. Dax is threatened to do a drug pick for his boss or he would

harm Bryne. So he plans to never contact her to keep her safe. But unlike the other woman he has

been with he can't stay away, he can't understand what it is about Bryne that makes him want to be

with her. Cliffhanger!

My- this ending has me wondering, worried and waiting! Sept 2nd can't come fast enough. I feel that

parts of the story drag, and Dax is really getting on my last nerve, but I can't wait to know what

happens next!

I absolutely love this series! I can not wait for more!!!! Dax is becoming a marshmallow when it

comes to Brynne but due to his illegal activities he can't see her anymore which is killing him.

Brynne has no clue that he feels the way he does about her. He has to leave her again to keep her

safe from the gang activities he is involved in. She just thinks he is being Jax and leaving in the

middle of the night until she finds out that he was vanished! I can't wait for the next book!
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